A Magician Shows How to Harness the Power of Sex

Through Spells, Rituals, Elixirs and Spirits

I like the no-nonsense way that Miller approaches magic. If you don’t have a lot of time to waste but you want your magick to work—and especially if you’re facing some pretty serious challenges—pick up this book, read it, and get to work!

San Francisco, CA (November 1, 2014) — A lifelong practitioner and teacher of magic and strategic sorcery, Jason Miller has added to his bestselling titles with a new guide, *Sex, Sorcery, and Spirit: The Secrets of Erotic Magic.*

Miller draws upon his training in Eastern and Western mystery schools to produce a frank, comprehensive exploration of sexual sorcery as it relates to spirituality. Readers will learn how to use the moment of orgasm as a gateway to spiritual enlightenment:

- The use of sexual elixirs in alchemy and practical sorcery
- Working with sexual spirits and gods
- Dangers & delights of sex magic: fetishes, bondage, discipline, submission
- Breath work, energy work & physical postures to perform high level sex magic
- A grimoire (textbook) of sexual spells and rituals
- Gay vs. hetero sex acts

Using *Sex, Sorcery, and Spirit: The Secrets of Erotic Magic,* readers will find that sex will become their most potent and pleasurable gateway to the primordial and the divine.

From the Tantric mysteries of Hinduism and Buddhism and the inner alchemy of Taoism, to the sacrament of the bridal chamber in Christianity and the traditions of Western magic and witchcraft, sex pervades the highest and most secret and sacred teachings. This daring and tantalizing book throws provides the keys to the sexual magic that has been hidden behind these secret orders and arcane terminologies, until now.

Drawing upon his training in Eastern and Western mystery schools, Miller looks back through time at spiritual groups who have used sex in their practices.

— more —
Miller said, “It was in Nepal that I crossed the abyss and underwent the initiations I would need to do sorcery the way that I knew it could be done. A practice that integrates training for the mind/body/spirit with influences of key spiritual powers, a practice that sent me on a journey to the deepest and highest planes and states of being, and gave me the power and the mojo to change the waking world for the better. This is what my life has been about for nearly 30 years, and I want to share it.”

About the author: Jason Miller has devoted much of his life to traveling the globe to study practical magic in its many forms. He studied hoodoo in New Orleans, witchcraft in Europe and tantra in Nepal, and he is a regular contributor to Behutet, a journal of magick.

Miller is a member of the Chthonic Ouranian Temple, the Ordo Templi Orientis and the Sangreal Sodality, as well as an initiated Tantrika in the Nyingma and Bon lineages of Tibet. He is the founder and teacher of the Strategic Sorcery Training Course and Strategic Sorcery blog.

Miller is the author of:

- *Protection and Reversal Magick*
- *The Sorcerer’s Secrets: Strategies in Practical Magick*
- *Financial Sorcery*
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